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Abstract 
Properties of the category of ribbon or framed tangles are used to study Hopf algebras in 
braided monoidal categories. An inner trace for ribbon braided categories is investigated. 
Integrals for Hopf algebras are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
1.0. Recent work of Moore and Seiberg [21] revealed the presence of tensor catego- 
ries in conformal field theories. These categories are semisimple with some additional 
structures - modular transformations S and T. The goal of the present and sub- 
sequent papers is to show that any abelian ribbon braided category (not necessarily 
semisimple) with some non-degeneracy assumption behaves similarly. In particular, 
there is a Hopf algebra H in such a category with operations S, T : H + H, satisfying 
modular identitites. This paper is an expanded version of the first part of [14]. 
In Section 1 we collect the basic definitions of tensor categories, braided categories, 
autonomous categories, and tangles. In Section 2 we investigate the second cohomol- 
ogy group of braided category and prove fundamental results concerning the trace of 
an endomorphism. Also we construct he free ribbon category and show how to build 
abelian tensor categories. In Section 3 we explain how the fundamental structures of 
coalgebras and Hopf algebras carry over to the non-symmetric tensor categories. 
1.1. I apologize for using some terms and notations of [14]. I have to give some 
synonyms for the names of categorical notions and to recall these notions. 
A tensor category = cuTegory (%T, 0 ) is a category V? with a functor 0 : Sf? x 59 + %T. 
A monoidal category [ 151 = associative tensor category = cATegory (W, 0, a, I, m) is 
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a tensor category with an associativity “constraint” a : X 0 ( Y 0 Z) + (X @ Y) @ Z 
satisfying the pentagon identity [ 151, with a unit object Z such that functors Id*, - 01, 
I@-:%? + %? are isomorphic, and with isomorphism m:Z Q Z + 1. Given m and 
a there are canonical natural isomorphisms p : A @ Z + A, 1: Z 0 A + A which 
we identify with idA for the sake of simplicity in the following. A braided cat- 
egory [8] = quasitensor category [17,24] = commutative associative tensor cat- 
egory = CATegory (W, 0, a, c, I, m) is a monoidal category with commutativity 
constraint = braiding c : X @ Y + Y 0 X satisfying two hexagon identities [8], 
An autonomous category [6, lo] is a monoidal category in which for every object 
X E 0 are chosen dual objects Xv, “X E %? and morphisms of evaluation and 
coevaluation 
ev:XQX” +I, ev: “XQX+Z, 
coev:Z+X”QX, coev:Z+XQ”X, 
such that 
XEXQZ~XQ(X” OX)& (XQX”)QX=% ZQXEX, 
x” N ZQX” eoe”@\ (X” QX)QX”2i$ X”Q(XQX”)-L2E!L, xv Q z N XV) 
x N ZQX -@1, (X Q “X) Q x22, XQ( “XQX) 1”““-XQZEX, 
“XE “XQzl@coev, “xQ(xQ”x)a(“XQX)Q”X ‘“@“,zQ”XI:“X. 
are all identities [6]. Similarly to the symmetric case [12], transposed morphisms 
j-‘: Y” + xv, y: “Y + “X to a morphism f: X + Y E % can be constructed. There 
are canonical isomorphisms 
j+:Y” @Xv-(X@ Y)“, j_: “Y@ “X-“(X0 Y). (1) 
Recall that for a given cATegory W, there is a cATegory WSym with a reversed tensor 
product Osym, X OS,,,,, Y = Y 0 X and (asy,,JXYZ = (azyx)- ‘. There is also an oppo- 
site cATegory 
K%l = WoP)Sym = (Kym)oP = (gap, Osym, a’), &z = azyx. 
The functors 
(.“, j+):%?-VP sym, x+-+x”, f++f’, 
("+,j_):%-%z&, XH “x, fHLf 
are (braided) monoidal equivalencies. 
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We consider autonomous categories in a strict sense (cf. [6]): functors .” and “. are 
inverse to each other and canonical isomorphisms 
A - “(A ” ), A-( “A) V 
coincide with idA. 
Hence with every object X E 59 is associated the family XC”” ), n E Z. Here 
X’” ’ ) = X ” .” ” (n times) and XC-” ” ) = ” “’ “X (n times) for n 2 0. 
Using duals we define left and right inner horn-objects 
Hom’(X, Y) = Y @ “X, Hom’(X,Y)=X” 0 Y 
equipped with evaluation 
ev:Hom’(X,Y)@X-Y, eu:X@ Hom’(X, Y)-Y. 
When 0 is a braided category we will use “autonomous” and “rigid” [3,17,24] as 
synonyms. 
A tortile category [26] = ribbon category [24] (W, @ a, c, v, I, m) is an autonomous 
braided category V equipped with a functorial automorphism vx : X + X such that 
X@Y= xgr 
@4 c2 1 
X@Y- xgr 
(2) 
commutes and ( vx)’ = vx V . 
1.2. A tensorfunctor (F, 4) : (V, @ ) -P (W, 0’) is a functor F: W + W’ and a functorial 
isomorphism 4 : F(X) @‘F(Y) + F (X @ Y). A monoidal finctor [16] = associatiue 
tensor functor is such a tensor functor (F, 4) : W + ‘49’ that the diagram 
FX @‘(FY @‘FZ)- lB4 FX@‘F(Y@Z) 9 -F(XO(YOZ)) 
a’ 
I I 
F(a) 
(FXO’FY)@‘FZZ F(X@ Y)@‘FZLF((X@ Y)@Z) 
(3) 
commutes and F(I) is isomorphic to I’. We will consider all tensor functors to be 
associative by default. 
A braided functor = commutative tensor functor (F, 4) : (%?,a, a, c) + (%‘I O’, a’, c’) is 
such a tensor functor that the diagram 
FX@‘FY ’ -----+F(X@ Y) 
C’ I I F(c) 
FY@‘FX ’ -F(Y@X) 
(4) 
commutes. 
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A ribbon finctor 
(F,4):(~,Q%c,v)- (W, Q’, a’, c’, v’) 
is a commutative associative tensor functor, such that for all X E %? 
F( vx) = v;x :FX-FX. 
A morphism of tensor functors I: (F, 4) + (G, Y) [25] is a functorial morphism 
d = 1: F(X) + G(X) such that the diagram 
FX Q’FY- ’ F(X@Y) 
(5) 
is commutative and Ai = (FZ N I’ N GZ). 
1.3. For definitions and various properties of tangles see e.g. [S, 24,26,29,30]. We 
reproduce here with slight modifications the definition of labeled tangles of Freyd and 
Yetter [6] which we will use. 
Let 0 be a category equipped with functors “., -” :V + W’P inverse to each 
other. 
Definition. A W-tangle is a tangle equipped with a finite set A of regular points on the 
interior of its arcs, together with labels X(U) E Ob$? for each component c1 of the 
tangle with A and all maxima and minima (relative to the plane projection of the 
tangle) deleted, and labels f(s) E Mor %? for each point 6 E A (marked by small 
rectangles),@h that 
(i) If o! and /I are arcs incident with a minimum, u lying to the left , and /I to the 
right, then X(/I) = X(a) ” . 
(ii) If c1 and /I are arcs incident with a maximum, a lying to the left, and /I to the 
right, then X(p) = “X(a). 
(iii) If o! and /I are arcs incident with a point 6 E A, and passing along the curve 
from a to /3, one passes downward, then source(f(b)) = X(a) and tar- 
get(f(b)) = X(B). 
Labeled tangles are equivalent if they are regularly isotopic [6]. This equivalence 
relation is generated by (see Fig. 1): 
- isotopies of the plane of projection, 
_ moves 52.2 and 52.3 of Reidemeister, 
_ moves of labels from Mar%? 
and four moves of the kind shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding category is denoted 
V-Tang. 
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In [6] the category $7’ = 59 x Z instead of $5 
Ob(VxZ)=(Ob%‘)xZ={(X,n)), 
is discussed, where % is a category, 
8 if n # m, 
Hom((X,n), (Y,m)) = Hom(X, Y) if n = m is even, 
Hom(Y,X) if n = m is odd, 
with functors .‘, ‘. : % + w’P, (X, n)” = (X, n + l), “(X,n) = (X, n - l), “identi- 
cally” on morphisms. 
Freyd and Yetter [6] proved the coherence theorem. 
Theorem. The category % x Z-Tang of V x Z-tangles modulo regular isotopy is a free 
braided autonomous category on 5%‘. 
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Corollary. Zf 59 is a braided autonomous category, there exists a commutative 
tensor finctor W-Tang -+ V (unique up to isomorphism). such that relations of Fig. 
3 hold. 
In the following we always use this interpretation of tangle drawings. They are read 
downwards. If some statement is proved for any W-Tang, then it is valid for all braided 
autonomous categories. Thus graphical techniques of [9,32,33] permit us to prove 
theorems. 
2. Tangles and ribbon categories 
In this section let %? be an autonomous braided category = rigid CATegory. 
2.1. By the definition of dual objects, for every object A from V there are morphisms 
2 
U+lA* .A+AVV, UklA. -2 .A-VVA 
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such that 
A” @A 
C*I 
-A@A” 
C+l 
ABA- “A@A 
1ou;, 
I 
,,;01 
I 
AV @A “” ev -I VVA@VA~I 
commute. From the equations like those given in Fig. 4 we find these functorial 
isomorphisms explicitly and they are given in Fig. 5. These drawings of Fig. 5 must be 
interpreted as follows: 
UT :x 21 X@Z lCWoe” ,X@(X”“@X” )--“* (X0X”“) @ xv 
--=b(X”“QX)QX” a-1x”” Q (X Q X”) lmv,x”“Q I N XV”. 
The isomorphisms 1.4: commute and u If: = (14;)~ ‘. Let us denote their product by 
u;: = ui: 0”’ OU$:X+X(a”), 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6. 
a = Cai, b = Cbi, ai = f 2, bi = f 1. We get, in particular, automorphisms of Fig. 6. 
Then 
(r&L)’ = n&xv) 
and as was proved in [32] 
X@Y= XQY 
u;@u:1 c4 1u: 
X@Y- XOY 
commutes. 
If %? is a tortile category 
(v,)2 = u;,. 
the diagram 
then [32] 
(6) 
Thus, tortile categories defined by Shum [26] and ribbon categories defined by 
Reshetikhin [24] coincide. The automorphism v can be also denoted by uy. It is 
interpreted as the twist of a ribbon by 2~ 
2.2. Following Saavedra [25], we introduce the second cohomology group 
H2(‘) = 
C$ - functorial automorphism 
(&:x @ ’ -, x @ ’ (Id, 4) _ tensor functor N 
Here the 2-cocycle 4 is subject to the condition (3) - commutativity of the 
diagram 
lo+ X@(Y@Z)- X@(Y@Z) $ -X@(Y@Z) 
(X@i&lZ +@ l dJ (X0 i)@Z - (X@Y)@ z- 
and (4): C$ 0 c = co 4. The equivalence relation 4 N II/ means that there exists an 
isomorphism of tensor functors 1: (Id, 4) -+ (Id, $) i.e. (A, : X -+ X) such that If = I1 
and (5): Ax o y 0 C$ xy = +xy 0 (Ax 0 A,). The group law is induced by the composition 
$x*+.+40$. 
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Example. The functorial automorphism 
c c 
c2=[XQY- xy YQX LXQY] 
is a 2-cocycle. As a consequence, c 2k is a 2-cocycle for all k E Z. Eq. (6) means that 
cocycle c4 is trivial. For a ribbon category the cocycle c* is trivial (see (2)). 
2.3. Using the morphisms in (l), we construct 
j+ j2:XvvQ Yvv- (yv QXV)V ‘;’ -(X0 Y)VV 
j_, : vvx6vvy~v(vyQvx)~ VV(X Q Y). 
The functor 
(.(+*v), 
j+*):F97@,~,+-+ 6% O,a,c) 
is a tensor self-equivalence. These exist isomorphisms of tensor functors 
u?1:(Id,c2)-(.(2V),j2), 
u::(Id,c-2)-(.(2V),j2), 
uI::(Id,c*)-(.‘-*“‘,j_,), 
u;2:(Id,c-2)-(.(-2V),j_2). 
The first isomorphism, for instance, means commutativity of the diagram 
C2 
X@Y- X@Y 
u’, ouz, 
1 I 
U’, 
XVV@ YVV (X@ Y)vv 
Next we construct 
j4:X (4V)@ y(4V) J2 j:’ , (X(2 v ) @ y’* v ) )‘2 V) - (X @ y)(4 V), 
j_4:X(-4v)@ ~(-4v) j-2 ,(x(-*v)o yc-*v))-2v “‘-z+(x~ ~)(-4v). 
Lemma. For a rigid CATegory there exist tensor isomorphisms 
uz:(Id,id)-(.‘4V’,j4), 
u~4:(Id,id)-(.(-4V), j_,). 
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In particular, 
j,= p4v)@y(4v) ( u;40u,4 uz -X@Y- (X@ Y)(4V) > 
j_4= x(-4V) 
( 
@ y~-4vI":@uo~,44@ y-, "a-" (X@ y)(-4w 
> 
. 
According to our agreement relations of Fig. 7 hold. 
Let V be a category and let W x Z/(4) denote the category similar to V x Z from the 
Section 1.3 with Z replaced by Z/(4). 
Definition. The category of semiframed tangles 59 x Z/(4)-Y%Tang is defined just as 
W-Tang is in the Section 1.3 with one additional move, the framed first Reidemeister 
move (see Fig. 8). Here k = k mod 4 E Z/(4)). 
Proposition. The projection functor 
7r4 : 92 x Z-Tang---+% x Z/(4)-Y%Tang, (X,k) ti(X,kmod4). 
which maps a tangle to itself modulo 4, is a tensor equivalence of CATegories. 
Proof. Choose a quasiinverse functor Q4 : 59 x Z/(4)-Y%Tang + g x Z-Tang for 
which Q4(A, k mod4) = (A, k) for k = - LO, 1,2. Denoting k = k mod 4, we assume 
that on morphisms a4 acts as depicted in Fig. 9. The rest is left to the reader. 0 
Corollary. 59 x Z/(4)-Y%Tang is a free braided autonomous category on V. For 
arbitrary braided autonomous category 0 we can choose dual objects in such a way that 
A 
b 
u4 = u2 
0 ,0x: = 
( 
Y 
A (4V) 
f 
A / 
u-4 - f2 -2 - 
0- ,"U_, - 
3 
= 
A(-4V) 
\ 
A 
\ 
6 
9 
A (4V) f 
A 
CJ 
> . 
A(-4w 
7 
Fig. I. 
k+l -- 
\ 
/ \ 
r I k c, _ 
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k - 
4 
u. __ = k+2 
Fig. 8. 
k _ 
3 - n 2 c, _ 
k -U k+! c, 
1 3 
u - 
A(4”) G A and uz.., = idA. 
(transposition)4 = identity. 
k+l r k fork = -l,O,l 
k U k+l for k = -1 ,O, 1 
Fig. 9. 
Then it follows from the Lemma that 
2.4. Let GF? be a ribbon CATegory. Denote u? 1 = (uy)-’ G v-l. This is consistent 
with the notation ug, because 
u2_ 1v4~=u:~uo_1 =u;, u::‘Ju~ = u;2~uo1 EU,Z. 
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Lemma. For a ribbon CATegory there are tensor isomorphisms 
u~:(Id,id)-(.‘2V’, j2), 
u~2:(Id,id)-~‘-2V’,j_,). 
In particular. 
j, = ( Xc2” ‘0 y(2"6 *@tt-* , XOY uz ,(X@ Y)C2") ) ) 
j_, = ( X(-2v)o YC-2v) “~~‘~ l Xg Y “‘*,(x0 Y)C-2v) . ) 
Remark. For all a E 22, b E Z we have 
(U;)f = Uba, ‘(u;) = lQ7. 
Let %’ be a category equipped with functors V., +” :GZ + GF?“~, inverse to each other. 
Its free extension by a functorial automorphism v of IdV is denoted by @. Namely, 
Ob~=Ob~,~(X,Y)=V(X,Y)xZ={fvk~f~~(X,Y),k~Z},withthelawof 
composition (fvk)o(gvm) =f,gvk+m and with v’ = ‘v = v. 
Definition. The quotient of the labeled category @-Tang by an additinal tensor 
relation of Fig. 10 is called the category of W-framed tangles V-P-Tang (cf. [24]). 
Theorem. The category Cf? x Z&Tang is a free ribbon category on %? (cf. [26]). 
Proof. The only new feature in comparison to coherence theorems of Freyd and 
Yetter [6] is the definition of v on X = X1 0 ... @ X, (Xi I= (At, ki)). Let A E B(n) be 
a Garside element of the braid group on n threads. A = (alo ... on- 1) 
(u.1 ... Cn_2) *** (aI 02) o1 is pictured as in Fig. 11. This v makes % x Z-WTang into 
a ribbon category. 0 
Definition. The quotient of the labeled category @ x Z/(2)-Tang by additional tensor 
relations of Fig. 12 is called the category of W-ribbon tangles % x Z(2)-&?Tang. 
X \ 
c/3 \ X 
s u 0 
2 
Fig. 10. 
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A = 
2 
24, = 
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P 
-v 
u_; = 
b 
/ 
- v-1 
put v, = A2 0 vx, C3...@ vx,, 
Fig. 11. 
+ 
+ 
Fig. 12. 
-d -2 
\ 
= 2.4, 
/ 
-c\ 
= 2.41: 
Proposition. The projection functor 
n2 : %? x Z-Tang-%? x Z/(2)-BTang, (X, k) H (X, k mod 2). 
which maps a tangle to itself modulo 2, is a tensor equivalence of ribbon CATegories. 
Proof. A quasiinverse functor 42 : %? x Z/(2)-9Tang + V x Z-9Tang is given by 
Fig. 13 (& = kmod2). 
Corollary. %x Z/(2)-BTang is a free ribbon category on W. For every ribbon CAT- 
egory W, we can choose dual objects in such a way that At2 “’ z A, “A = AV and 
ui = id. Then it follows from the lemma that (transposition)2 = identity. 
Remark. Though for ribbon CATegories, we can put U$ = id, it is not always con- 
venient to do that. For instance, in super mathematics, traditionally, v = 1 and 
u ;: = u; = ( - l)P(X), where p(x) is the parity of x. 
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0 _ r 
1 _ L 
1 - 
(X,_k) I+ (X,k) fork=O, 1 
n _-1 0 
1 _ - u-l 
0 I- 
n 0 
n -1 = 2 % 1 0 1 
1 
0 _ - 4 
-1 
t I” = u 
Fig. 13. 
2.5. Let 59 be a ribbon category. Let k denote the commutative semigroup End I, Z = 
the unity object. For an arbitrary endomorphism f: X + X E %’ its trace (cf. [31]) 
belongs to k(see Fig. 14). 
Recall that for every X, Y, 2 E 59, there exist functorial isomorphisms 
I:Hom(Z@X, Y)-Hom(Z,h’ (X, Y)) = Horn (Z, Y 0 “X), 
r:Hom(X@Z,Y)-Hom(Z,Hom’(X,Y))=Hom(Z,X” BY). 
For Z = Z the mapping r yields one-one correspondence f of’ between mor- 
phisms f:X + Y E W and morphisms f’ : Z + Hom’(X, Y ). Similarly, we have a cor- 
repondence f Hf’ between f : X + Y and f ’ : Z + Hom’(X, Y ). 
Now we generalize the trace to inner Ms. 
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or tr, f = 
Fig. 14. 
Definition. For every X E 0, define Tr, to be one of the following morphisms 
Tr,:m’X = X @“X l@“’ -x @ X”evI, 
Tr .End’X=X”@X- x.- 
Uo’@l VXQX ev -1. 
Here Tr differs from Truce [ZO] by u! 1. 
Remark. Other expressions for Tr, can be written: 
Tr,:(EndlX)@Z’@c’Y!EndlX@X@VXe”~”~ -x Q XV&I, 
U, @ t?” 
Tr,:I@End’X”“‘“X” @X@E&‘X- “X0X ““-1. 
They coincide with the previous ones, because of Fig. 15. 
As a consequence, for any f:X --) X E 0, the morphisms 
coincide with tr.J 
Lemma. The diagrams 
commute. In particular, for f: X + X E W 
tr V x’f= tr,f= tr,“f’. 
Proof. Indeed, Fig. 16 is valid. 
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Fig. 15. 
Fig. 16. 
Relative to the compositions 
O:m’(X, Y)@Hom’(Y,Z)-_‘(X,Z), 
o : _‘( Y, Z) 0 h’(X, Y) +_‘(X, Z), 
Tr is a central functional: 
Theorem. There is a commutative diagram 
Hom’(A,B)@Hom’(B,A)& h’(A,A)Tr”-I 
# I /I 
_‘(B, A) 0 _‘(A, B) A&‘(B, B) Tr, I 
where the permuting morphism # is any of those depicted in Fig. 17. 
The diagram 
-‘(A, B) 0 Horn’@, A) O,_ Horn@, B) TrB > I 
# I 
Hom’(B,A)OHorn’(A,B)--e,Hom’(A,A) TrA+I 
also commutes where # is given by one of the previous braids with A ’ 6 B 0 BV 0 A 
replaced by B @ ‘A @ A @ VB. 
Proof. It suffices to remark that Fig. 18 coincides with any of the expressions of 
Fig. 19. 
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A” B B” A A” B B” A 
Fig. 17. 
Fig. 18. 
Corollary. For composition with a morphism f: B + A E %, we have 
TrA( - af) = TrB(f” - ) : Hom’(A, B)-I. 
i.e. the diagram 
Hom’(A, B)e_ Hom’(A’f) Hom’(A, A) 
commutes. In particular, for two morphisms f: B + A, g: A 4 B, trfg = tr L$ 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that 
fr=(v@v-i)~fr:I+BV @A=Hom’(B,A) 
Indeed we have the relations of Fig. 20. 
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“d 
A” B B” A \ ‘/ \ cl 43 V 2 UO 
A” B B” A 
A” B Bv A 
\ 
// 
\ 
V b v-1 1 UO 
Fig. 19. 
Fig. 20. 
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Proposition. Tr, B B = TrA - TrB, i.e. 
~lA@EndlB~_End’(A@B) 
Tr, 8 Tr, 
1 
Tr,.. 
I@I 
m 
263 
commutes, where m+ and m _ are as in Fig. 21. 
Proof. Using implicitly Lemma 2.4 we obtain the relations of Fig. 22. 
2.6. How to obtain Abelian tensor categories. Let k be a field. Let Clr be a category 
whose objects are called colours and whose arrows are identities. Assume that there 
are two maps “s, a” : Clr + Clr inverse to each other. The category Clr-Tang can be 
made additive by changing Hom(X, Y) to Z [Hom(X, Y )], adjoining finite direct 
sums, etc. The resulting Z-additive rigid CATegory is denoted &. In fact, it is linear 
not only for Z, but also for R = End I = Z {link} - the ring of all links. Suppose we 
have a multiplicative regular link invariant, which is a multiplicative mapping 
{link} + k, i.e. a ring homomorphism R + k. Then we can make the change of base 
59’ = +ZO R k, obtaining a k-linear rigid CATegory with End,, I = k. If we make 
a quotient of the resulting CATegory %” = W/J by some tensor ideal J (i.e. some 
morphisms of %Z’ with their tensor and composition multiples are put equal to 0), we 
again obtain a k-linear rigid CATegory. We should take care about the choice of these 
relations so as not to obtain a trivial category %“‘. 
A 
m, = 
3 B ‘B 2 B “B 
A 
/ 
m_ = 
/\ 
/. 
/ 
Fig. 21. 
A 2 B “B A “A B “B 
Fig. 22. 
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Now pass from W to the associated pseudo-abelian category % = the Karoubi 
enveloping category of W constructed by formally adjoining ImP, for all 
PEE&,.,X, XEW” such that Pz = P. Morphisms are V(Im P, Im Q) = 
Q o%“(X, Y)o P for Q E End,,, Y, Y E %I’:“, QZ = Q. In V there is a tensor prod- 
uct - Im P @ Im Q = Im (P @ Q), commutativity constraint - c : Im P @ Im Q + 
ImQOImP,c=c”~(P@Q)=(QOP)~c”, and associativity constraint. The dual 
of Im P c X is Im P’ c X ” (or Im’ P c “X). Hence, $9 is a k-linear pseudo-abelian 
rigid CATegory. 
Remark. Every k-linear pseudo-abelian rigid CATegory can be obtained in this way. 
But it can happens that Clr will be infinite and the number of relations will be infinite 
too. 
The main case for us is when dimk W”(X, Y ) < CO and the algebras End@,, X are 
semisimple. Then 9 is a semisimple abelian category, i.e. every subobject has a direct 
complement. For k = C, 9? will be strictly semisimple. Projections give decomposi- 
tions of any object (X1, k,) Q ... 0(X,, k,) E PTan. 
2.7. Example. Consider Clr = {X} with one colour X = Xv = “X. In other words, 
here we use non-colored and non-numbered tangles. Take the link invariant 
K : Z {link} --) @ constructed by Kauffman [ll]. It is defined by the condition of 
Fig. 23 and the relation of Fig. 24, where 0, q, r E C. Suppose that this relation is also 
one of the generators of J. From Fig. 24 identities of Fig. 25 are derived. 
Denote the set of m points by X,. 
(A) If rq # 1 or r* + q2 + rq0 # 0, in almost all cases, the CATegory %” is trivial 
(contains only zero objects). There is one exception, however, namely, when 
(r + 8q)* = 8 = f 1. Denoting r = r + q8, we have for any q E C, r = z - q0 the 
relations of Fig. 26. 
Fig. 23. 
\ 
/ 
=4 V 
\ 
ir 
n 
Fig. 24. 
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/ 
\ /
=T 
\ 
= c > = rq / 
Fig. 25. 
t 
+r 
w 
(r2+qZ+rq0) 
n 
\ 
9 
/ =T 
-I 
u 
2 
3 =Z 
\ A 
Fig. 26. 
For the m-point object, we have End X, = C. Hence, all X, are simple and %’ = W’ 
is a semisimple abelian category. There is an isomorphism n :X0 + Xz with an 
inverse z-*u :X2 +X0. Thus X2,,, zz X0, X2m+l z X1 and there are two non- 
isomorphic simple objects X0 = I and X1 = . . 
Finally, for X1 the relations of Fig. 27 hold. 
(B) Now suppose that r = q-l, 0 = - q* - q-*, and J is generated by Fig. 24. 
Then dimension dimW’(Xk,XI) does not depend on q. For instance, relations of 
Fig. 28 hold. For q which is not a root of unity, the category %? will be abelian 
semisimple. It is equivalent o the category U, sl(2)-mod. Simple modules Yk, k E Z + 
are obtained as follows: Y0 = X,, = 8; !P1 = X1 = 0 ; the object X2 is decomposed as 
X2 = Y2 0 Y,, according to the projections given in Fig. 29. The subobject 
Y1 0 Y2 c X3 decomposes as Y1 0 Y2 N YJ 0 Y1 according to decomposition by 
projections given in Fig. 30. 
Morphisms ui for Y1 are 
r&u;*= - 43, UT, = u:f = -q-3, 
for Y2 
uf = u;* = q*, uz, = u-f = q-8. 
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Fig. 21. 
dim End X, = 2, dim End X, = 5 
End&=C 
-6-l 
1-p E -L-‘-l v 
n 
where W= ( l--O* ) +t 
Fig. 28. 
v e-1 v 
n’ n 
E EndX, . 
Fig. 29. 
This differs by a sign from the formula [4,23] 
v -- 
l-f-J2 2 
(;I_ _+&, 
Fig. 30. 
4, = 4 4c(k) _- 4 k (k + 2) 
The reason is in the choice of isomorphisms YI x YI” . 
When q is a root of unity the CATegory %? is not abelian. To obtain an abelian 
semisimple category we must use additional relations. 
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EHom( Y,,,Y2 @ Y2) 
n --& n
1 = -0 v p2 
n 
E Horn ( Y, , Y, CO Y2 ) 
E End Y2 
267 
-4 v EHom( Y2@ Y2,YO) 
Fig. 31. 
(C) When 0’ = 1 (and q6 = O), include in J one of the equivalent relations given in 
Fig. 31. The resulting category 59 is abelian semisimple with two non-isomorphic 
simple modules Y. and Yi. 
(D) When Co* = 2 (and q8 = - 1) include in J the following relation: 
lip, = (1 - a*)-‘w = - w = 0 E End Y3, 
in other words, put Y3 equal to the zero object. The resulting category ‘Z is strictly 
semisimple with simple objects You,, Y1, Y2 and tensor law 
y/l @Y1= Yz @ Yo, Yl@ Yz = Yi, Y* 0 Y* = Yo. 
This is nothing else than the Ising model CATegory. [21]. 
(E) Conjecture. For other roots of unity q, we will obtain other restricted [l] 
CATegories of U,el(2) modules. Using skein relations [23,28], CATegories U,g-mod 
for classical Lie algebras g can be obtained (skein relations are not yet known for all 
exceptional g). 
Thus, skein relations not only yield link invariants, but also yield tensor categories. 
2.8. Example Semisimple ribbon categories can be obtained as quotient categories 
of Clr-WTang @ Rk in the same way as in Section 2.5. For instance, assume that 
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Clr={X,X”) and denote X=(X,0)= - and Xv =(X,l)= .“. Take a ribbon 
link invariant of Homfly type P: Z {ribbon link} = Clr-WTang(Z,Z) + @ [7]. It is 
defined by a skein relation depicted in Fig. 32, where t, 4 E C”, q # f 1, &- i; and 
relations z& = idA and, finally, for some tl E C” relation of Fig. 33 hold. The last 
equation guarantees that the quotient category is non-trivial. Figs. 32 and 33 generate 
a tensor ideal J, which contains, for instance, such relations as in Fig. 34, etc. 
It happens that the dimensions dim c ‘%“( Y, Z) < co do not depend on t, q, CI E 6.2”. 
In a generic point, CATegory % is semisimple. It may be called U,gl( * )-mod, because 
for special values of parameters it (conjecturally) coincides with U,@(n)-mod or 
U,gl (n)-mod [23]. 
For instance, EndX @ X = C{ PI, Pz} with projections given in Fig. 35, when 
0 # 0 etc. 
Note that not only a regular isotopy invariant P, but also an ambient isotopy link 
invariant Z can be constructed. Namely, having a ribbon CATegory W: 
draw any link on the plane; 
to each ribbon i associate an object Xi E %?, such that v,< = ai E C”; 
for each ribbon i calculate the writhing ni = np - n; + ti (self-crossing of type c 
is taken with + and of type c- ’ with - ; ti is a twist number of a ribbon)/for 
ux2, v n = 1, for u+:,uIf,v-i n = - l/; 
calculate P(link) E End I N C. 
Then 
Z(link) = P(link). n CX,:“~ 
i 
is an ambient isotopy invariant, for it is invariant under the three Reidemeister moves. 
t-’ )( -t s = (q-q-‘) / 1 
Fig. 32. 
Fig. 33. 
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t-1 “S -I “% = (q-q-‘) “)J” 
V 
9 
V 
v = Lx 
V 
Fig. 34. 
P, = 1 
\ 
t (qfq-’ ) 
tq-’ + 
/ \. 
P*= l 
t (s+Q’ ) 
t4 
\ 
- 
/ \. 
I V 
EndX@X"= C - 0-1 
v V V 
9 0-1 u , 
V n v , 
Fig. 35. 
3. Hopf algebras in braided categories 
3.1. A brief survey of Hopf algebras in commutative rigid categories 
Let %? be braided category. Associative algebras (A, m, q) 
m:A@ A-A, q:I-A, 
coalgebras (C, A, E) 
A:C-C@C, e:C-I, 
modules (M, act) 
act : A 0 M-M, 
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and comodules (M, 6) 
S:M-CQM 
can be studied for arbitrary monoidal category [22]. 
Definition (Majid [lS]). A Hopf algebra H = (H,m, n, A,&, y) in the category %? is 
a structure of algebra (H, m, q), coalgebra (H, A, E) and an antipode y : H + H such that 
E 
H 
1 
)I-H 
A 
I T 
m 
HQH 
lBy(or YOl) 
rHQH 
HQH 
m 
+H 
AOA 
I 
A 
HQHQHQH- locol HQHQHQH m’m -HQH 
(7) 
commute. 
This definition is an obvious generalization of the symmetric case [13]. 
If A, B E G? are algebras, than A Q B equipped with the product [lS] 
m:(AQB)Q(AQB), lBc@l AQAQBQBX??!!$ AQB 
is an algebra. Thus (7) means that A : H -+ H Q H is a homomorphism of algebras. 
If C, D E 59 are coalgebras, then C Q D equipped with the coproduct Cl83 
A:CQD A@Ad,CQCQDQD’@c@l,CQDQCQD 
is a coalgebra. Thus (7) means that m : H Q H + H is a homomorphism of coalgebras. 
Proposition. y is an anti-endomorphism of the algebra H, i.e. the diagram 
HQH ’ 
Y6Y 
-HQH- HQH 
I 
(8) 
M m 
H 
Y 
*H 
commutes. Similarly y is also an anti-edomorphism of the coalgebra H (consider the same 
diagram with ml replaced by AT). 
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Proof. Both paths from H Q H to H in (8) are equal to 
HQHSHQHQHQH UHQHQHQH~HQHQH 
Corollary. When 59 is a ribbon category and H is a Hopf algebra in q, v- ’ 0 y2 is an 
endomorphism of the Hopf algebra H. 
Indeed, (8) yields 
y20m = m0e20 (y’ Q y’): H Q H-H. 
Substituting c2 = v 0 vP ’ Q v- 1 we have that v- ’ 0 y2 is an endomorphism of the 
algebra H. Similarly for the coalgebra H. 
Theorem. As usual, the product in H permits us to introduce a tensor product in the 
category H-comod = H%?. For M, N E H-comod 
6 M@N: MQN aM@aN,HQMQHQN '@"@",HQHQMQN "@"@"+HQMQN. 
3.2. Let +? be a rigid CATegory. Assume that (C, A,&) is a coalgebra in W. Then 
(A, m, n) = ( “C, ‘A, TV) is an algebra in $9. The product in A and the coproduct in C are 
conjugate, i.e. the diagram 
AQAQC- loloAAQAQCQC?-???,A@l- 
m01 
I I 
ev 
AQC 
ev 
(9) 
commutes. There is an equivalence C-comod + A-mod. In particular, the action of 
A on L E C-comod coincides with 
AQL '@',AQ(CQL) =(AQC)QL-,IQL=L. 
Theorem. (a) Let H be a Hopf algebra in %. Then A = “H is a Hopf algebra, called the 
dual Hopf algebra. The antipode equals yA = ‘yn. The coproduct in A is conjugate to the 
product in H: 
AQHQH 
l@m 
+AQH 
ev (10) 
4 & 
AQAQHQH- 
10evQl AQI,’ ev ,L 
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(b) For M, N E A-mod, there is an action of A on M @ N 
making A-mod into a tensor category. The functor C-comod + A-mod is a tensor 
equivalence. 
3.3. Let %Z be a ribbon category. Assume that H is a Hopf algebra. A = “H is a dual 
Hopf algebra. 
Definition. A morphism j : I + A is called a right integral (cf. [27]) if the diagram 
ZQA=A-Z 
A@A-A 
commutes. We shall write also J: H + I. 
Let us construct an integral following Majid [ 191 similar to the usual case of finite 
dimensional Hopf algebras. 
The product m: H 8 H + H yields the left regular action of H: 
L:H-nd’H. 
We have homomorphism of algebras 
*L:H&End’H = H@ “H = A” @A = End’A 
whence an action of H on A 
“L:A@H-A. 
Similarly, the product m : A 0 A- A yields the right regular action of A : 
R:A-M’A. 
From a homomorphism 
R*:A-%End’A=A”@A=H@“H=End’H 
we obtain an action of A on H 
R”:A@H--+H. 
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The following lemma is an analog to the equation 
LR: f = R&, LIR;-w+,,,, 
holding for the usual H, A E C-mod, fE H, u E A (cf. [ 191). 
Lemma. The following equation holds: 
A@HLH L l M’H 
A@1 
I I 
composition 
AOVOW (E&‘H)@’ 
C-' 
I T 
R*@L@R* 
@OHIOA 
l@l@Y’ l A@H@A 
The formula Jf= trH(L,y2) yields an integral for the usual H E C-mod, fe H 
(cf. [19]). Majid conjectured that analog of this formula holds for categorical Hopf 
algebras and proved it for some class of algebras, obtained by a transmutation 
procedure from a quasitriangular Hopf algebras (private communication). 
Theorem. The morphism 
1 :H&End’H--------, _ Hom1(y2v-“H)~’ H TTH +z 
or, simply, 
I= TrH(L.y2v-l): H-Z 
is a right integral of the Hopf algebra H EV. 
Proof will be given elsewhere. 
Remark. It may happen that this integral equals 0 (in the C-linear case). What does 
the subspace of all integrals in Hom(H,I) look like? The answer is given in [34]. 
3.4. In a subsequent paper [34], we will construct a Hopf algebra for an arbitrary 
rigid abelian CATegory ‘8. In order to do this, we here embed % in a larger cocomplete 
CATegory. Let %? be a small abelian rigid CATegory. For a commutative ring 
k = End I, the category % will be k-linear. Recall that % can be fully embedded in the 
abelian category Y of k-linear left-exact functors %“P + k-mod via 
h:%-+Y, X H h,, 
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where h,(Y) = Horn& Y,X) is a representing functor [2]. Y is a Grothendieck 
category with family of generators h(Ob 59). In particular, Y possess arbitrary limits 
and colimits [2]. 
Assume now that W is a noetherian category, i.e. for any sequence 
M1 c Mz c 1.. c M, c . . . of subobjects of M E Gf? there exists N E Z such that 
M,=M,+i for all n > N. Then by definition [2], Sp is locally noetherian. Replacing 
9 by an equivalent category, we assume that 0 is a strictly full subcategory in Y. It 
follows from [2] that 
(a) any object X E Y is a supremum of its subobjects from 59; 
(b) if Y E 9’ is a subobject of X and X E %, then Y E V; 
(c) any noetherian subobject Y c X E 9’ belongs to 93. 
Remark. Every object X E Y can be represented as 
X = colim Xj = supXj, 
jsJ J 
where Xj E W and {xj}jcJ is some lattice of subobjects of X closed under arbitrary 
intersections. 
Lemma. Let X = SUp,Xiy Y = SupJ Yj, with Xi, Yj E V and let I, J be lattices with 
arbitrary intersections. For any morphism f: X + Y E 9, there exist a monotone map- 
ping 4 : I -+ J and morphisms fi : Xi + Yqci,, i E I, such that i I k E I implies commutatiu- 
ity of 
and the induced morphism sup Xi -+ sup Yj coincides withf: 
Proof. For any ME% and g:M+YEy there is jEJ and g’:M+Yj such that 
g=(M*YjuY)[2].ThenforanyiEI 
Ji={jEJJf(Xi)C 5) 
is not empty. Put 4(i) = min Ji. The rest is straightforward. 0 
Definition. Let c$, $ : I-J be monotone mappings and 
f; 1 Xi+ Yp(i) E Vy gi:Xi+Y$(i) E %y i E I, X = SLlpIXi, 
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Y = sup, rj. We write (4, {f; } L ($, {gi}) if for any i E I 4(i) I $(i) and 
Si = txi /i yp(i) N y$(i)). 
The relation L is a transitive reflexive relation. 
Theorem. Let X = SUP, Xi, Y = sup, Yj, with lattices I, J closed under arbitrary inter- 
sections. Denote by _ the equivalence relation on (4, {A}) generated by L. Morphisms 
Horn9 (X, Y ) are in one-one correspondence with equivalence classes with respect to -. 
Proof. It is sufficient o notice that for any 4, $ : I + J, there exist x: I + J such that 
x 2 4, ti. Put x(i) = sup {W,Il/(i)}. 0 
NOW we introduce a tensor product in Y. For X = suplXi, Y = sup, Yj, put 
X@ Y = colim Xi@ 5. 
IXJ 
For f:X + U, 9: Y + I’ corresponding to (4,fi : Xi + U,(i)), (II/, gj: Yj + l/,(j)) we 
define f@ g as the equivalence class of 
(4 x $,f;: 0 gjrxi 0 yjdufp(i) 0 v@(j)). 
The associativity and commutativity constraints of %? extend to Y . Thus Y is 
a k-linear abelian CATegory. 
9’ is a closed category and more precisely: we have the following proposition. 
Proposition. Let X, Y E 9’. Introduce a category 9 = !3x,y 
Ob9~,r={(Z,Z@X+Y)EObWxMorY). 
Hom,((Z,ZOX+ Y), (Z’, Z’@X+ Y)) 
= f:Z-+Z’E0 
I 
\ 
ZQX Y 
j-01 8 . 
Z’OX Y 
Then 
Hom'(x,Y)=*(GB+%) 
is a left inner horn, i.e. a functor adjoint to 0, where 9 + V, (Z, Z @ X + Y ) HZ is 
a forgetful functor. Similarly, 
Hom’(X,Y)=colim+(Z,X@Z+Z) HZ) 
is a right inner horn. 
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Corollary. @ : Y x Y + Y preserves colimits. 
3.5. Theorem. Let C E Y be a coalgebra and M E ‘9 = C-comod. Then C is 
a colimit of subcoalgebras from %?, M is a colimit of subcomodules from ‘45’. 
Proof repeats mutatis mutandis the case of Y = C - Vect [27]. 
If C E Y is a coalgebra, then A = m’(C, I) - *C E Y is an algebra. The product 
in A and the coproduct in C are conjugate (see(9)). There is a functor C-comod- 
A-mod. 
Remark. It may happen that C # 0 but *C = 0. 
Let H E Y be an algebra. Introduce a full subcategory ga, c gH,i 
I 
3 ideal J c H 
ObG&, = ( (Z,Z@H “,I) H/JE% >. 
n(Z@J)=O 
/ 
When H/J E %? we call ideal J cofinite. We denote 
“H=colim(Q,, +U) = cot;‘m, “(H/J) 
“H is a coalgebra and the coproduct in A = “H and the product in A are conjugate 
(see (10)). Of course, “H c *H. 
Proposition. Let A, B E Y be algebras and let f : A + B be a homomorphism of algebras. 
Then 
(a) there exists a coalgebra homomorphism “f :“B + “A - the restriction of 
*f:*B+*AEY to “B; 
(b) “(A@B) = “B@“A. 
Proof. The proof repeats mutatis mutandis that of [27]. 
(a) If J is a cofinite ideal in B, then A/f - ‘( J ) vB/J, i.e. f -‘( J) is cofinite. The 
colimit of 
“(B/J) - “(A/f - l(J)) 
yields “f: “B -+ “A. 
(b) With respect o the inclusion 
“B @“A- *B @ *A=-*(A@ B) 
we have “B @ “Av”(A 6 B), because for any cofinite ideals J c B, K c A 
“(B/J) @ “(A/K) = “(A/K @ B/J) = “(A @I B/A @I J + K @ B) 
and A @ J + K 0 B is a cofinite ideal in A @ B. 
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Conversely, let L be cofinite ideal in A @ B. The algebra homomorphisms 
f:A =AQZ SAQB, ~:B=Z@B*AQB 
yield cofinite ideals 
K =f-‘(L)--+A, J = g-l(L)==-B. 
AsLxA@J+K@Bweobtain 
AQB/A@J+K@B-A@B/L, 
“(A &I B/L)--+ “(A @ B/A @J + K @ B) = “(B/J)@ “(A/K). 
Hence, ‘(A @ B)u”B @ “A. 0 
Corollary. Zf H E Y is a Hopf algebra, then “H is a Hopf algebra with the antipode 
Yo, = %I. 
A wide class of examples of Hopf algebras in closed tensor categories under the 
name of braided groups is constructed by Majid [lS]. 
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